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SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR MONEY REFUNDED

visit
CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM

for all your revenue stamp needs

All items offered subject unsold.   Applicable tax extra in Canada.  All prices in Canadian $.  C$100 = ±US$80
Payment with order - INTERAC E-TRANSFER PAYMENT PREFERRED - also accept Visa, Mastercard or check.

Orders over $45  -  FREE WORLDWIDE SHIPPING by regular air mail.  Orders under $45 add $5 for postage & packing. 
Orders over $500 - will be sent by registered mail where possible.  To USA - Expresspost will be used.

"2022 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue" numbers used - SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Dear Collector friends 

To order from this ReveNews:
PHONE:  one of phone numbers shown above.

EMAIL:  email addresses shown above.

 My website and ReveNews newsletters show 
a very tiny part of the massive revenue stock I have 
built up over the last 54 years. If you are looking for 
individual stamps please check out my website with 
easy to use secure shopping cart or send WANTLIST.

 Nice range of very unusual material in this issue.

Quite a few new items were added to my website

  Wantlists welcomed. My Canadian revenue 
stamp inventory is second to none. Many great 
rarities are in stock. Send your wantlist. 

 Over the years I have helped built most of the top 
revenue collections and am ready to help you too.

FREE SHIPPING on most orders over $45, except 
on books, catalogs, albums, large lots & collections.

To avoid this newsletter ending up in your spam 
please add news@canadarevenuestamps.com

 to your accepted senders list 

Your US$ buys many more stamps in Canada
 C$100 = ±US$80 Exchange rate subject to change. 

Canadian $ price is actual selling price, 
US$ shown for approximate comparison only.

Phone orders, please leave a detailed message. 
I often can't pick up the phone when I am in the 

middle of filling an order, working on my website, etc.. 
Leave a message and I will return your call as soon 

as I have a chance.
On weekdays I usually respond within 24 hours.

 OFFICE HOURS: Monday to Friday 10 am to 3 pm
CLOSED: Saturdays, Sundays, Holidays, etc.

Since 1970 we have been the #1 source for 
Canada revenues, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, 

Duck & Conservation stamps, documents, etc.

 Thank you for your interest 

 Erling van Dam

1886 Manitoba
ML61a -  Rare JF on BF on LS. 

Very light red cancel. Still has original gum
 Ex: Pitblado - $225 (±US$180)

1886 Manitoba
ML61a - Rare JF on BF on LS. 

Lovely fresh used copy.
Ex: Pitblado - $150 (±US$120)  

1886 Manitoba
ML70a -  Very Rare JF on BF on CF 

Trace of a cancel at top.  Cat $500
Ex: Pitblado - $350 (±US$280)

1886 - 92 Manitoba
ML85d UNLISTED - Very Rare

JF on BF on CF + extra JF below. 
Ex: Pitblado - $400   (±US$320)

ML48c* - 10c with 
2 purple C F overprints.

Very Fine unused, no gum. Cat $675
This is the discovery copy, probably unique.

Ex: Pitblado - $500  (±US$400)
ML74c - 50c "B" on "J" of JF"

unused, no gum. Cat $500
Ex: Pitblado - $300 (±US$240) 
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Jean Chretien - Liberal party Kim Campbell -Progressive Conservative

Audrey McLaughlin New Democratic party Preston Manning - Reform party

Very popular mini sheets produced during the 1993 Canada federal election.
 We always sell out of these. Just located one more set. Very interesting Canadian political 

history. Complete set of 4 different panes. VF mint never hinged - $30  (±US$28)

QL73 - 10c green, perf 11
18½ MM overprint.

bulls eye 1940 cancel - $10 (±US$8)  

QL106 - $3, perf. 11
"Loi De Faillite - Bankruptcy Act"

overprint. Very nice clean well 
centered copy - $45 (±US$36)  

ALERTA AL31* - 50c
unused, no gum. Very Fine 
centered. Exceptionally nice

 $20   (±US$16)  

QL90*NH - 10c green
overprinted 

"Bankruptcy Act - Loi de Faillite"
Lovely fresh copy. Cat $106.25

$75  (±US$60)

1897 WEIGHTS & MEASURES
FWM44 - $2 spectacular horizontal strip of 6.

Nice clean copies and well centered for this.
Pos #1 has small adhesion of another stamp on front, I am sure this will soak off easily

Rarely seen multiple - $70  (±US$56)
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ML19 - 1877 - 25c Provisional Manitoba on 1877 "Praecipe for Writ of Summons"
Manitoba Provisionals are extremely rare on document. Most were destroyed during the big Winnipeg court house fire.

A spectacular Rarity - Ex Pitblado collection. Was $1295 on my website - $1075  (±US$860)  
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OL32* - Very Much original gum - Very Rare 10c red L.S. ROULETTED IMPRINT Block of 4 - Imprinted “American Bank Note Co. New York”.
A few strategically placed bits of hinge reinforcements have preserved his block for over 150 years. A few minute bits of toning are virtually invisible on the actual 

stamps - they look more pronounced on the above scan. Position #3 has light horizontal fold from "L" in "LS" to right margin.
Considering the rarity of singles,  it is quite possible this block may be unique. Very fresh. A treat for any collection. Cat. value $600 + imprint.

Spectacular Extremely rare imprint block - $500  (±US$400)

OL32* - Unused, no gum - Very Rare 10c red L.S. ROULETTED Block of 4. Very well centered for this stamp.
Considering the rarity of singles,  it is quite possible this block may be unique. Very fresh.   Cat. value $600 

Spectacular well centered Extremely rare block - $500  (±US$400)

Both blocks on this page from a spectacular Ontario specialized collection I broke up.
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NFR52*NH -  $5 green - perf 13½ - PLATE NUMBER "2" strip of 3.
Plate numbers rarely seen on this rare issue that was only in use for a very short 

time. Very well centered - $500  (±US$400)

Alberta 1955 Vacation Pay
AV16 - $2 used strip of 3.

This issue is hard to find, very often used copies have the large 
punch holes as was required to cancel these. This strip of 3 this is an 

attractive example as to how these were used. Individually the 2 copies 
on the left are pretty nice. Cat. value $240. Rather than breaking the 

strip up I can offer  the entire strip for just $100  (±US$80)

FX28, 28d and other varieties BLOCK OF 4.
"14 Cents" on 9 Cents Excise Tax

A very unusual block. Pos. #1 no overprint at all, pos. #2 normal overprint, pos. 
#3 only shows "s" at end of "cents", pos. #4 regular overprint.

Bottom 2 stamps NH, top lightly hinged. 
This block contains:

FX28d, pos #1 + pos #2 light hinge cat $275
FX28j? unlisted pos #3 with just an "s" overprint +

pos #4 normal overprint. catalog value as FX28d*NH = $550, but should be more 
as this variety is unlisted.

Total catalogue value is at least $825 - $500  (±US$400)

pos #1

pos #3

pos #2

pos #4

FX28,28c,28d* - Diagonal 14 Cents overprint.
A very unusual block of 6 with several important varieties.

Pos. #4 has no overprint at all, pos. #5 has just a trace of an overprint in the top 
right corner. This blocks contains FX28 - no overprint, FX28d (pos #4 and #5) 
pair without and tiny bit of overprint. The other positions are all FX28c diagonal 
overprints. Pos #1,3,4 and 6 are never hinged. Pos #2 and #5 very lightly hinged. 

Cat. value $660 - $400  (±US$320)

FX28*NH - red "14 Cents" on 9c
Rare Plate No "A1" imprint block of 8.

I have scanned the image on a white background, so it can be easily seen that all 
perfs are intact. light pencil notation "Rare Paper" in top right margin. Catalogue 
value as just single *NH stamps is $480 + rarity of the imprint block. Ex Rockett 

$275  (±US$220)

1864 ONTARIO LAW STAMP
OL32* - RARE 10c pair with "American Bank N" imprint at upper left.

light natural gum wrinkling - hinged, original gum.
An exceptionally rare imprint pair in beautiful fresh condition - $250 (±US200)

1876 Weights & Measures FWM12 - $2 pair with partial imprint.
You just don't see imprints on this issue. Very Rare

Pair partially separated - $35  (±US28)
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MSM1a - 75c Complete Booklet pane of 5.
This is the scarce pane with all stamps matching. Cat. $150

Only 1 single booklet pane available - $110  (±US$88)

Only 1 complete booklet with 10 panes available - $800 (±US$640)

I will consider breaking up the complete booklet
 if I get at least 5 booklet pane orders

MSM1c - 75c Complete ERROR Booklet pane of 5.
This is the ERROR pane. Bottom stamp reads "ONE MORDEN SEARCH".

All others read "ONE SEARCH MORDEN". Cat. value $100
I have several available - available on my website for $45

ReveNews #201 price - $35    (±US$28)

Complete booklet with 10 panes Cat. $1000 - $250  (±US$200)

normal printing "ONE SEARCH MORDEN" ERROR printing "ONE MORDEN SEARCH"
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1864 FIRST BILL ISSUE
Rare block of 4

FB6 - 6c blue perf. 13½ x 12½
Well centered - $50  (±US$40)

OL52 - 50c red, perf 12
British American Bank note Co. imprint at left.

Rarely seen this nice $25  (±US$20)

OL42 - $2 brown LS
Rarely seen American Bank Note co imprint 
at bottom. 2 circular date stamps require further 

investigation - $75  (±US$60)

OL26 UNLISTED VARIETY
$1 Perforated x Rouletted

Unused no gum. VF condition for this issue.
$250 (±US$200)

OL32* - Rare 10c rouletted.
Unused, no gum. Rarely seen - $100  (±US$80)

FB39 - 2c 
Rare Jan 4, 1871 Bank of Montreal,
Sackville, New Brunswick cancel.

New Brunswick cancels very rarely seen
$125    (±US$100)

OL6 - 50c CF overprint.
Rare cancel "HUBERT JOHNSTON,

FEB 20, 1865, GODERICH" circular cancel
$50  (±US$40)

OL9 - 80c CF 
very scarce "16 June 1865 Common Pleas" 

cancel - $50    (±US$40)

OL6 - 50c raised "." after "F". 
mixed condition - $10    (±US$8)

NBL7b - 50c IMPERF VERTICALLY.
This is one of the great New Brunswick rarities. 
Only 1 multiple, a strip of 3 is known. Only 2 or 
3 singles known. From the original find by John 
Siverts a long time ago. The strip of 3 catalogs 
$4500. This lovely fresh looking single with 
socked on the nose Dec. 9, 1890 date cancel 

should be easily worth $500 (±US$400)

NSG1*NH - 1953 Cape Breton Game Stamp.
A copy of the light green and a copy of the much 

scarcer dark green. Catalogue value $220
$50  (±US$40)

NSG1b*NH - 1953 Cape Breton Game Stamp
Light green. Missing feather on breast variety.

 Catalogue value $135
$35  (±US$28)
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MSL1a - 75c Complete Booklet Pane.
Catalogue value $75

I have several available - $25  (±US$20)

Complete booklet with 10 panes. Cat. value $750 - $200  (±US$160)

1907 ALBERTA LAW STAMP - AL26 - $5 YELLOW OCHRE.
Spectacular block of 10.

Breaking up a large specialized Alberta collection
Alberta blocks are rarely seen - this is a spectacular example.

Previous owner noted top stamps are pos. #4 and #5 and bottom stamps 
pos #24 and #25 in sheet. Very faint tiny numbers in pencil on back.

Cat $125++  -- $90   (±US$72)

I will have a booth at:
ORAPEX, Ottawa MAY 4 - 5, 2024
New location - Nepean Sportsplex,

1791 Woodroffe Ave, Nepean
Saturday, May 4 - 10 am to 5 pm
Sunday, May 5 - 10 am to 3 pm
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ALBERTA 1907- 1930 SCARCE LAW STAMP MULTIPLES.

Very unsual group of Alberta mutiples. Strips of 3 or 4.
Multiples rarely seen - $75  (±US$60)
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OL53*NH - 60c red - 1870 -1911 Law Stamp 
IMPRINT BLOCK OF 12

Usual blue "C" on gum side of each stamp
Typical gum wrinkling for this issue. 

Only way to avoid the wrinkling is to wash the gum of the stamps....
Catalogue value $144 + value of imprint

$60  (±US$48)

OL55*NH - 80c red - 1870 -1911 Law Stamp 
IMPRINT BLOCK OF 12

Usual blue "C" on gum side of each stamp
Virtually without typical gum wrinkling for this issue. 

Catalogue value $270 + value of imprint
Very fresh - $145  (±US$116)
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FWM40 - 75c and FWM42 - $1.50 on Very Fine 1912 Inspection document. Clinton, Ontario, April 3, 1912
Exceptionally fresh condition and very scarce thus.

Typically these documents are pretty beat up - this is one an exceptional beauty.
This is item #11127 was priced at $195 on my website. Special - buy it from ReveNews #201 for only - $145  (±US$118)
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FX64 - 3c Excise Tax illegally used as postage on a 1937 cross border cover from Timmins, Ontario to New Jersey.
Very clear attractive slogan cancel "Send Your money by post office money order". The post office missed it, so no postage due charged.

Nice clean cover in very nice condition. Rarely seen used on cross border cover - $65   (±US$52)

FX57 - 1/4c green excise tax properly used on reverse of 1942 advertising postcard.
FX57 was used to pay required Customs duty on incoming printed matter from US publisher promoting a new book.

Very nice clean condition. Very  unusual - $35  (±US$28)
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1936 GAS METER CERTIFICATE - used at Hamilton, Ontario.
1897 Queen Victoria issue FG20 - 60c strip of 3, FG28 - $4 pair + FG31a - $3 King George pay the required $12.80 fee.

The typical fold looks worse in the scan than it is in reality. Very pretty clean document 
Previously offered on my website for $85.  SPECIAL - $45  (±US$36)
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FCH1a - 1c red embossed - Rarely seen in a pair.
Nice fresh condition. The odd wrinkle. I have a few similar available - $20   (±US$16)

FCH1b - rare sideways impression on a complete 1922 check.
I have a few similar available. Rarely offered - $45  (±US$36)
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1878 Lindsay, Ontario $6000 note issued by the Corporation of the County of Victoria.
A spectacular note with a great variety of 3rd bill issue stamps from 2c to $1 make up the $1.80 tax payable.

FB39 - 2c orange x 2, FB42 - 5c orange pair + 2 singles, FB43 - 6c green, FB48 - 20c blue, FB49 - 30c blue, FB52 - $1 blue and black ctr.
The ink blot on the 5c pair is a reminder of writing with a pen with too much ink. This was a huge sum of money in 1876. Quite spectacular with 

so many different values.  DOLLAR values rarely seen on document.  - $175  (±US$140)

1960-61 Complete UIC book with rarely seen metal i.d. plate - used by the "Perfect Auto Body Shop"
Inside FU77 - $1.08, FU79 - $1.44, FU80 - $1.56, FU28 - $1.88 x 6.

Books with metal i.d. plates rarely seen - $65  (±US$52)
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front cover inside back cover

Complete Ontario 1945 Vacation Pay book - used by "Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario".
This is the only soft cover book I have seen. The back cover is blank. All other books I have seen had thick brown card covers.

Included OV3 - 3c, OV4 - 4c, OV5 - 5c, OV6 - 10c x 5, OV7 - 25c, RARE OV9 - $1 x 3. Catalogue value of just the stamps is $976.
$1 brown is the rare value and there are 3 copies included. This stamp is on most wantlists and retail is $275 to $300 per stamp.

Rare booklet - $700  (±US$560)
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BCL16b - 10c black bisect on document - used in 1912 at Vernon, BC.
The office ran out of 25c stamps, so they bisected some 10c stamps and used 2 x 10c + the rare BISECT to make the 25c rate.

Rather interesting document for the purchase of a Steinbach piano Miss.
This document is guaranteed genuine - it came from the original find. Catalogue value $300

Special - $195 (±US$156)
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Newfoundland 1912 "CONVEYANCE" - pair of NFR18 - 25c blue + VERY RARE STRIP OF 3 NFR13 - $5 lilac pay the fee.
The $5 is a very rare stamp and the strip of 3 catalogues $1800.

A tiny bit of toning on the stamps looks worse on the scan than in reality.
The $5 is missing from a lot of collections. Was priced $1295 on my website.

Special $1075 - (±US$860)
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SE7 - 50c blue "P.S." PERFIN in different location on each stamp on 3 different documents
document at left "P.S." is at the bottom, middle document "P.S." is normal at centre, document at right "P.S." is at top

Typically the PERFIN is at the centre, the other positions are quite unusual. All 3 documents - $50 (±US$40)

SE8c - DAMAGED "IC" VARIETY IN "LICENSING"

1932 SASKATCHEWAN POWER COMMISSION
Notification of Completion of Work.

SE8a - $1 Damaged "IC" + SE10 - 25c pay the fee.
A scarce stamp - rare on document.

Very Fine document - $175  (±US$140)

page 19
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Use the $10 discount coupon you received with your 2022 catalogue on orders from this ReveNews

Catalogue shipped to:
Catalogue, Air Mail postage, packing and insurance included in 

prices below.
Canada (Ontario & Maritimes) - includes $4.60 hst = $41

Rest of Canada - includes $1.82 gst = $38.25
USA = C$46 

All other countries = C$56

New additions

Price changes

lots of updates

includes

Canada & Provinces 
Revenue stamps
Revenue proofs
revenue Meters

Perfins on revenues
Telephone & 

Telegraph Franks
POW franks

Duck stamps
 Fishing stamps

Conservation stamps
Hunting stamps

etc.

"The 2022 Canadian Revenue Stamp Catalogue" 
by E.S.J. van Dam

217 pages  -  >1300 colour photos  -  spiral binding

each catalogue order ships with a special $10 discount 
coupon towards your next purchase through our website 

shopping cart system or from our "Revenews"

108 different Canada & 
Provinces revenue stamps 
catalogue value about $208

only - $45 (±US$36).

Check out my website for a great variety for Canada & Provinces revenue stamps, Telephone & Telegraph Franks, etc.

10% discount on most of my website inventory ordered through the website shopping cart system.

Discount does not apply to ReveNews newsletters.

WWW.CANADAREVENUESTAMPS.COM

1920 George V WAR TAX
 FWT8f - COMPLETE BOOKLET with 8 panes

of 6 stamps each of FWT8c.
Each mint never hinged booklet pane catalogues $30 for a total of $240 

for all 8 panes. F/VF*NH booklet - $80  (±US$64)

NFW2*NH  - 10c red 1947 Newfoundland National Savings.
Bottom right corner margin block of 4 with very strong highly visible 
script CA watermark. Upper right stamp has natural diagonal bend, 

rest are very fine mint never hinged. Catalogue value $400
$150 (±US$120) 


